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Abstract
Systems of fixpoint equations over complete lattices, consisting of (mixed) least and greatest fixpoint
equations, allow one to express many verification tasks such as model-checking of various kinds of
specification logics or the check of coinductive behavioural equivalences. In this paper we develop a
theory of approximation for systems of fixpoint equations in the style of abstract interpretation: a
system over some concrete domain is abstracted to a system in a suitable abstract domain, with
conditions ensuring that the abstract solution represents a sound/complete overapproximation of the
concrete solution. Interestingly, up-to techniques, a classical approach used in coinductive settings
to obtain easier or feasible proofs, can be interpreted as abstractions in a way that they naturally fit
into our framework and extend to systems of equations. Additionally, relying on the approximation
theory, we can characterise the solution of systems of fixpoint equations over complete lattices in
terms of a suitable parity game, generalising some recent work that was restricted to continuous
lattices. The game view opens the way for the development of local algorithms for characterising
the solution of such equation systems and we explore some special cases.
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1 Introduction
Systems of fixpoint equations over complete lattices, consisting of (mixed) least and greatest
fixpoint equations, allow one to uniformly express many verification tasks. Notable examples
come from the area of model-checking. Invariant/safety properties can be characterised
as greatest fixpoints, while liveness/reachability properties as least fixpoints. Using both
least and greatest fixpoints leads to expressive specification logics. The µ-calculus [27] is a
prototypical example, encompassing various other logics such as LTL and CTL. Another area
of special interest for the present paper is that of behavioural equivalences, which typically
arise as solutions of greatest fixpoint equations (see, e.g., [38]).
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In the first part of the paper we develop a theory of approximation for systems of equations
in the style of abstract interpretation. The general idea of abstract interpretation [13, 14]
consists of extracting properties of programs by defining an approximated program semantics
over a so-called abstract domain, usually a complete lattice. Concrete and abstract semantics
are typically expressed in terms of (systems of) least fixpoint equations, with conditions
ensuring that the approximation obtained is sound, i.e., that properties derived from the
abstract semantics are also valid at the concrete level. In an ideal situation also the converse
holds and the abstract interpretation is called complete (see e.g. [18]). Abstract interpretation
has been applied also for the model checking of various kinds of mu-calculi and temporal
logics (see, e.g., [19, 30, 15, 40, 17, 28]).
We generalise this idea to systems of fixpoint equations, where least and greatest fixpoints
can coexist (§4). A system over some concrete domain C is abstracted by a system over
some abstract domain A. Suitable conditions are identified that ensure the soundness and
completeness of the approximation. This enables the use of the approximation theory on a
number of verification tasks. We show how to recover some results on property preserving
abstractions for the µ-calculus [30]. We also discuss a fixpoint extension of Łukasiewicz logic,
considered in [34] as a precursor to model-checking PCTL or probabilistic µ-calculi.
When dealing with greatest fixpoints, a key proof technique relies on the coinduction
principle, which uses the fact that a monotone function f over a complete lattice has a
greatest fixpoint νf , which is the join of all post-fixpoints, i.e., the elements l such that
l v f(l). As a consequence proving l v f(l) suffices to conclude that l v νf .
In this setting, up-to techniques have been proposed for “simplifying” proofs [32, 39, 37, 35].
and for reducing the search space in verification (e.g., in [8], up-to techniques applied to
language equivalence of NFAs are shown to provide in many cases an exponential speed-up).
A sound up-to function is a function u on the lattice such that ν(f ◦ u) v νf and hence
l v f(u(l)) implies l v ν(f ◦u) v νf . The characteristics of u (typically, extensiveness) make
it easier to show that an element is a post-fixpoint of f ◦ u rather than a post-fixpoint of f .
We show that up-to techniques admit a natural interpretation as abstractions in our
framework (§5). This allows us to generalise the theory of up-to techniques to systems of
fixpoint equations and contributes to the understanding of the relation between abstract
interpretation and up-to techniques, a theme that received some recent attention [6].
We have recently shown in [2] that the solution of systems of fixpoint equations can be
characterised in terms of a parity game when working in a suitable subclass of complete
lattices, the so-called continuous lattices [41]. Here, relying on our approximation theory, we
get rid of continuity and design a game that works for general complete lattices (§6.1).
The above results open the way to the development of game-theoretical algorithms,
possibly integrating abstraction and up-to techniques, for solving systems of equations over
complete lattices. While global algorithms deciding the game at all positions, based on
progress measures [25], have already been studied in [20, 2], here we focus on local algorithms,
confining the attention to specific positions. Taking inspiration from backtracking methods
for bisimilarity [21] and for the µ-calculus [45, 44], we design a local (also called on-the-fly)
algorithm for the case of a single equation (§6.2) (general systems are dealt with in [3]).
This also establishes a link with some recent work relating abstract interpretation and up-to
techniques [6] and exploiting up-to techniques for language equivalence on NFAs [8].
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2 Preliminaries and Notation
A preordered or partially ordered set 〈P,v〉 is often denoted simply as P , omitting the
(pre)order relation. Given X ⊆ P , we denote by ↓X = {p ∈ P | ∃x ∈ X. p v x} the
downward-closure and by ↑X = {p ∈ P | ∃x ∈ X. x v p} the upward-closure of X. The join





I Definition 1 (complete lattice, basis). A complete lattice is a partially ordered set (L,v)
such that each subset X ⊆ L admits a join
⊔
X and a meet
d
X. A complete lattice (L,v)
always has a least element ⊥ =
⊔
∅ and a greatest element > =
d
∅. A basis for a complete
lattice is a subset BL ⊆ L such that for each l ∈ L it holds that l =
⊔
(↓ l ∩BL).
For instance, the powerset of any set X, ordered by subset inclusion (2X ,⊆) is a complete
lattice. Join is union, meet is intersection, top (>) is X and bottom (⊥) is ∅. A basis is the
set of singletons B2X = {{x} | x ∈ X}. Another complete lattice used in the paper is the
real interval [0, 1] with the usual order ≤. Join and meet are the sup and inf over the reals, 0
is bottom and 1 is top. Any dense subset, e.g., the set of rationals Q ∩ (0, 1], is a basis.
A function f : L → L is monotone if for all l, l′ ∈ L, if l v l′ then f(l) v f(l′). By
Knaster-Tarski’s theorem [46, Theorem 1], any monotone function f on a complete lattice
has a least fixpoint arising as the meet of all pre-fixpoints µf =
d
{l | f(l) v l} and a greatest
fixpoint arising as the join of all post-fixpoints νf =
⊔
{l | l v f(l)}.
Given a complete lattice L, a subset X ⊆ L is directed if X 6= ∅ and every pair of elements
in X has an upper bound in X. If L,L′ are complete lattices, a function f : L → L′ is





function f is called strict if f(⊥) = ⊥. Co-continuity and co-strictness are defined dually.
I Definition 2 (Galois connection). Let (C,v), (A,≤) be complete lattices. A Galois connec-
tion (or adjunction) is a pair of monotone functions 〈α, γ〉 such that α : C → A, γ : A→ C
and for all a ∈ A and c ∈ C it holds that α(c) ≤ a iff c v γ(a).
Equivalently, for all a ∈ A and c ∈ C, (i) c v γ(α(c)) and (ii) α(γ(a)) ≤ a. In this case
we will write 〈α, γ〉 : C → A. The Galois connection is called an insertion when α ◦ γ = idA.
For a Galois connection 〈α, γ〉 : C → A, the function α is called the left (or lower) adjoint
and γ the right (or upper) adjoint. The left adjoint α preserves all joins and the right adjoint
γ preserves all meets. Hence, in particular, the left adjoint is strict and continuous, while
the right adjoint is co-strict and co-continuous.
A function f : L → L is idempotent if f ◦ f = f and extensive if l v f(l) for all l ∈ L.
When f is monotone, extensive and idempotent it is called an (upper) closure. In this case,
〈f, i〉 : L → f(L), where i is the inclusion, is an insertion and f(L) = {f(l) | l ∈ L} is a
complete lattice.
We will often consider tuples of elements. Given a set A, an n-tuple in An is denoted by
a boldface letter a and its components are denoted as a = (a1, . . . , an). For an index n ∈ N
we write n for the integer interval {1, . . . , n}. Given a ∈ An and i, j ∈ n we write ai,j for
the subtuple (ai, ai+1, . . . , aj). The empty tuple is denoted by (). Given two tuples a ∈ Am
and a′ ∈ An we denote by (a,a′) or simply by aa′ their concatenation in Am+n.
Given a complete lattice (L,v) we will denote by (Ln,v) the set of n-tuples endowed
with the pointwise order defined, for l, l′ ∈ Ln, by l v l′ if li v l′i for all i ∈ n. The
structure (Ln,v) is a complete lattice. More generally, for any set X, the set of functions
LX = {f | f : X → L}, endowed with pointwise order, is a complete lattice.
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A tuple of functions f = (f1, . . . , fm) with fi : X → Y , will be seen itself as a function
f : X → Y m, defined by f(x) = (f1(x), . . . , fm(x)). We will also need to consider the product
function f× : Xm → Y m, defined by f×(x1, . . . , xm) = (f1(x1), . . . , fm(xm)).
3 Systems of Fixpoint Equations over Complete Lattices
We deal with systems of (fixpoint) equations over some complete lattice, where, for each
equation one can be interested either in the least or in the greatest solution. We define
systems, their solutions and we provide some examples that will be used as running examples.
I Definition 3 (system of equations). Let L be a complete lattice. A system of equations E
over L is an ordered list of m equations of the form xi =ηi fi(x1, . . . , xm), where fi : Lm → L
are monotone functions (with respect to the pointwise order on Lm) and ηi ∈ {µ, ν}. The
system will often be denoted as x =η f(x), where x, η and f are the obvious tuples. We
denote by ∅ the system with no equations.
Systems of this kind have been often considered in connection to verification problems
(see e.g., [11, 42, 20, 2]). In particular, [20, 2] work on general classes of complete lattices.
Note that f can be seen as a function f : Lm → Lm. The solution of the system is a
selected fixpoint of such function. We first need some auxiliary notation.
I Definition 4 (substitution). Given a system E of m equations over a complete lattice L
of the kind x =η f(x), an index i ∈ m and l ∈ L we write E[xi := l] for the system of
m − 1 equations obtained from E by removing the i-th equation and replacing xi by l in
the other equations, i.e., if x = x′xix′′, η = η′ηiη′′ and f = f ′fif ′′ then E[xi := l] is
x′x′′ =η′η′′ f ′f ′′(x′, l,x′′).
For solving a system of m equations x =η f(x), the last variable xm is considered as a
fixed parameter x and the system of m− 1 equations E[xm := x] that arises from dropping
the last equation is recursively solved. This produces an (m − 1)-tuple parametric on x,
i.e., we get s1,m−1(x) = sol (E[xm := x]). Inserting this parametric solution into the last
equation, we get an equation in a single variable x =ηm fm(s1,m−1(x), x) that can be solved
by taking for the function λx. fm(s1,m−1(x), x), the least or greatest fixpoint, depending on
whether the last equation is a µ- or ν-equation. This provides the m-th component of the
solution sm = ηm(λx. fm(s1,m−1(x), x)). The remaining components are obtained inserting
sm in the parametric solution s1,m−1(x) previously computed, i.e., s1,m−1 = s1,m−1(sm).
I Definition 5 (solution). Let L be a complete lattice and let E be a system of m equations
over L of the kind x =η f(x). The solution of E, denoted sol (E) ∈ Lm, is defined inductively:
sol (∅) = () sol (E) = (sol (E[xm := sm]), sm)
where sm = ηm(λx. fm(sol (E[xm := x]), x)).
The order of equations matters: changing the order typically leads to a different solution.
I Example 6 (solving a simple system of equations). Consider the powerset lattice 2S of any
non-empty set S and the system of equations E consisting of the following two equations
x =µ x ∪ y
y =ν x ∩ y










x1 =ν p ∧x1
x2 =µ x1 ∨ ♦x2
(c)
x1 =ν {b, d, e} ∩Tx1
x2 =µ x1 ∪ Tx2
(d)
Figure 1 Transition systems and equational form for a µ-calculus formula.
In order to solve the system E, initially we need to compute the solution of the first equation
x =µ x ∪ y parametric in y, that is, sx(y) = µ(λx.(x ∪ y)) = y. Now we can solve the second
equation y =ν x ∩ y replacing x with the parametric solution, obtaining an equation in a
single variable whose solution is ν(λy.(sx(y)∩ y)) = ν(λy.y) = S. Finally, the solution of the
first equation is obtained by inserting y = S in the parametric solution x = sx(S) = S.
Observe that even in this simple example the order of the equations matters. Indeed, if
we consider the system where the two equations above are swapped the solution is x = y = ∅.
I Example 7 (µ-calculus formulae as fixpoint equations). We adopt a standard µ-calculus
syntax. For fixed disjoint sets PVar of propositional variables, ranged over by x, y, z, . . . and
Prop of propositional symbols, ranged over by p, q, r, . . ., formulae are defined by
ϕ ::= t | f | p | x | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ | ♦ϕ | ηx. ϕ
where p ∈ Prop, x ∈ PVar and η ∈ {µ, ν}.
The semantics of a formula is given with respect to an unlabelled transition system (or
Kripke structure) T = (ST ,→T ) where ST is the set of states and →T ⊆ ST × ST is the
transition relation. Given a formula ϕ and an environment ρ : Prop ∪ PVar → 2ST mapping
each proposition or propositional variable to the set of states where it holds, we denote by
||ϕ||Tρ the semantics of ϕ defined as usual (see, e.g., [9]).
As observed by several authors (see, e.g., [11, 42]), a µ-calculus formula can be seen as a
system of equations, with an equation for each fixpoint subformula. For instance, consider
ϕ = µx2.((νx1.(p ∧x1)) ∨ ♦x2) that requires that a state is eventually reached from which
p always holds. The equational form is reported in Fig. 1c. Consider a transition system
T = (ST ,→T ) where ST = {a, b, c, d, e} and→T is as depicted in Fig. 1a, with p that holds in
the grey states b, d and e. Define the semantic counterpart of the modal operators as follows:
given a relation R ⊆ X ×X let R,R : 2X → 2X be the functions defined, for Y ⊆ X, by
R(Y ) = {x ∈ X | ∃y ∈ Y. (x, y) ∈ R}, R(Y ) = {x ∈ X | ∀y ∈ X.(x, y) ∈ R ⇒ y ∈ Y }.
Then the formula ϕ interpreted over the transition system T leads to the system of equations
over the lattice 2ST in Fig. 1d, where we write T and T for →T and →T .
The solution is x1 = {b, d, e} (states where p always holds) and x2 = {a, b, d, e} (states
where the formula ϕ holds).
I Example 8 (Łukasiewicz µ-terms). Systems of equations over the real interval [0, 1] have
been considered in [34] as a precursor to model-checking PCTL or probabilistic µ-calculi.
More precisely, the authors study a fixpoint extension of Łukasiewicz logic, referred to as
Łukasiewicz µ-terms, whose syntax is as follows:
t ::= 1 | 0 | x | r · t | t t t | t u t | t⊕ t | t t | ηx.t
where x ∈ PVar is a variable (ranging over [0, 1]), r ∈ [0, 1] and η ∈ {µ, ν}. The various
syntactic operators have a semantic counterpart, given in Fig. 2a.
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0(x) = 0, 1(x) = 1 (constant)
r · x = rx (scalar mult.)
x t y = max(x, y) (weak disj.)
x u y = min(x, y) (weak conj.)
x⊕ y = min(x+ y, 1) (strong disj.)
x y = max(x+ y − 1, 0) (strong conj.)




























x2 =µ x1 ⊕x2
(c) Formulas as systems.
Figure 2
Then, each Łukasiewicz µ-term, in an environment ρ : PVar → [0, 1], can be assigned a
semantics which is a real number in [0, 1], denoted as ||t||ρ. Exactly as for the µ-calculus, a
Łukasiewicz µ-term can be naturally seen as a system of fixpoint equations over the lattice








2x1))) from an example in [34],













I Example 9 (Łukasiewicz µ-calculus). The Łukasiewicz µ-calculus, as defined in [34], extends
the Łukasiewicz µ-terms with propositions and modal operators. The syntax is as follows:
ϕ ::= p | p̄ | r · ϕ | ϕ t ϕ | ϕ u ϕ | ϕ⊕ ϕ | ϕ ϕ | ♦ϕ | ϕ | ηx.t
where x ranges in a set PVar of propositional variables, p ranges in a set Prop of propositional
symbols, each paired with an associated complement p̄, and η ∈ {µ, ν}.
The Łukasiewicz µ-calculus can be seen as a logic for probabilistic transition systems. It
extends the quantitative modal µ-calculus of [31, 24] and it allows to encode PCTL [5]. For
a finite set S, the set of (discrete) probability distributions over S is defined as D(S) = {d :
S→ [0, 1] |
∑
s∈S d(s) = 1}. A formula is interpreted over a probabilistic non-deterministic
transition system (PNDT) N = (S,→) where → ⊆ S×D(S) is the transition relation. An
example of PNDT can be found in Fig. 2b. Imagine that the aim is to reach state b. State a
has two transitions. A “lucky” one where the probability to get to b is 13 and an “unlucky”
one where b is reached with probability 16 . For both transitions, with probability
1
3 one gets
back to a and then, with the residual probability, one moves to c. Once in states b or c, the
system remains in the same state with probability 1.
Given a formula ϕ and an environment ρ : Prop ∪ PVar → (S → [0, 1]) mapping each
proposition or propositional variable to a real-valued function over the states, the semantics
of ϕ is a function ||ϕ||Nρ : S → [0, 1] defined as expected using the semantic operators. In
addition to those already discussed, we have the semantic operators for the complement and
the modalities: for v : S→ [0, 1]









As it happens for the propositional µ-calculus, also formulas of the Łukasiewicz µ-calculus can
be seen as systems of equations, but on a different complete lattice, i.e., [0, 1]S. For instance,
consider the formulas ϕ = µx2.(νx1.(px1)⊕ ♦x2) and ϕ′ = µx2.(νx1.(px1)⊕x2),
rendered as (syntactic) equations in Fig. 2c. Roughly speaking, they capture the probability
of eventually satisfying forever p, with an angelic scheduler and a daemonic one, choosing at
each step the best or worst transition, respectively. Assuming that p holds with probability 1
on b and 0 on a and c, we have ||ϕ||ρ(a) = 12 and ||ϕ
′||ρ(a) = 14 .
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I Example 10 ((bi)similarity over transition systems). For defining (bi)similarity uniformly
with the example on µ-calculus, we work on unlabelled transition systems with atoms
T = (S,→, A) where A ⊆ 2S is a fixed set of atomic properties over the states. Everything
can be easily adapted to labelled transition systems.
Given T = (S,→, A), consider the lattice of relations on S, namely Rel(S) = (2S×S,⊆).
We take as basis the set of singletons BRel(S) = {{(x, y)} | x, y ∈ S}. The similarity relation
on T , denoted -T , is the greatest fixpoint of the function simT : Rel(S)→ Rel(S), defined by
simT (R) =
{
(x, y) ∈ R | ∀a ∈ A. (x ∈ a⇒ y ∈ a) ∧ ∀x→ x′. ∃y → y′. (x′, y′) ∈ R
}
In other words it can be seen as the solution of a system consisting of a single greatest
fixpoint equation x =ν simT (x).
For instance, consider the transition system T in Fig. 1a and take p = {b, d, e} as the only
atom. Then similarity -T is the transitive reflexive closure of {(c, a), (a, b), (b, d), (d, e), (e, b)}.
Bisimilarity ∼T can be obtained analogously as the greatest fixpoint of bisT (R) =
simT (R) ∩ simT (R−1). In the transition system T above, bisimilarity ∼T is the equivalence
such that b ∼T d ∼T e.
4 Approximation for Systems of Fixpoint Equations
In this section we design a theory of approximation for systems of fixpoint equations over
complete lattices. The general setup is borrowed from abstract interpretation [13, 14], where
a concrete domain C and an abstract domain A are fixed. Semantic operators on the concrete
domain C have a counterpart in the abstract domain A, and suitable conditions can be
imposed on such operators to ensure that the least fixpoints of the abstract operators are
sound and/or complete approximations of the fixpoints of their concrete counterparts.
Similarly, here we will have a system of equations x =η fC(x) over a concrete domain C
and its abstract counterpart x =η fA(x) over an abstract domain A, and we want that the
solution of the latter provides an approximation of the solution of the former.
Let us first focus on the case of a single equation. Let (C,v) and (A,≤) be complete
lattices and let fC : C → C and fA : A→ A be monotone functions. The fact that fA is a
sound (over)approximation of fC can be formulated in terms of a concretisation function
γ : A → C, that maps each abstract element a ∈ A to a concrete element γ(a) ∈ C, for
which, intuitively, a is an overapproximation. In the setting of abstract interpretation, where
the interest is for program semantics, typically expressed in terms of least fixpoints, the
desired soundness property is µfC v γ(µfA). A standard sufficient condition for soundness
(see [13, 14, 33]) is fC ◦ γ v γ ◦ fA. The same condition ensures soundness also for greatest
fixpoints, i.e., νfC v γ(νfA), provided that γ is co-continuous and co-strict (see, e.g., [15,
Proposition 15], which states the dual result).
Then we can suitably combine the conditions for least and greatest fixpoints. We will
allow a different concretisation function for each equation.
I Theorem 11 (sound concretisation for systems). Let (C,v) and (A,≤) be complete lattices,
let EC of the kind x =η fC(x) and EA of the kind x =η fA(x) be systems of m equations
over C and A, with solutions sC ∈ Cm and sA ∈ Am, respectively. Let γ be an m-tuple of
monotone functions, with γi : A → C for i ∈ m. If γ satisfies fC ◦ γ× v γ× ◦ fA with γi
co-continuous and co-strict for each i ∈ m such that ηi = ν, then sC v γ×(sA).
The standard abstract interpretation framework of [16] relies on Galois connections:
concretisation functions γ are right adjoints, whose left adjoint, the abstraction function α,
intuitively maps each concrete element in C to its “best” overapproximation in A. When
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〈α, γ〉 is a Galois connection, α is automatically continuous and strict, while γ is co-continuous
and co-strict. This leads to the following result, where, besides the soundness conditions, we
also make explicit the completeness conditions.
I Theorem 12 (abstraction via Galois connections). Let (C,v) and (A,≤) be complete lattices,
let EC of the kind x =η fC(x) and EA of the kind x =η fA(x) be systems of m equations
over C and A, with solutions sC ∈ Cm and sA ∈ Am, respectively. Let α and γ be m-tuples
of monotone functions, with 〈αi, γi〉 : C → A a Galois connection for each i ∈ m.
1. Soundness: If γ satisfies fC ◦γ× v γ×◦fA or equivalently α satisfies α×◦fC ≤ fA◦α×,
then α×(sC) ≤ sA (equivalent to sC v γ×(sA)).
2. Completeness (for abstraction): If α satisfies fA ◦α× ≤ α× ◦ fC with αi co-continuous
and co-strict for each i ∈ m such that ηi = ν, then sA ≤ α×(sC).
3. Completeness (for concretisation): If γ satisfies γ× ◦ fA v fC ◦ γ× with γi continuous
and strict for each i ∈ m such that ηi = µ, then γ×(sA) v sC .
Completeness for the abstraction, i.e., sA ≤ α×(sC), together with soundness, leads to
α×(sC) = sA. This is a rare but very pleasant situation in which the abstraction does not
lose any information as far as the abstract properties are concerned. We remark that here
the notion of “completeness” slightly deviates from the standard abstract interpretation
terminology where soundness is normally indispensable, and thus complete abstractions (see,
e.g., [18]) are, by default, also sound.
Moreover, completeness for the concretisation is normally of limited interest in abstract
interpretation. Alone, it states that the abstract solution is an underapproximation of the
concrete one, while typically the interest is for overapproximations. Together with soundness,
it leads to sC = γ×(sA), a very strong property which is not meaningful in program analysis.
In our case, keeping the concepts of soundness and completeness separated and considering
also completeness for the concretisation is helpful in some cases, especially when dealing
with up-to functions, which are designed to provide underapproximations of fixpoints.
Standard arguments also show that abstract operators can be obtained compositionally
out of basic ones, preserving soundness.
I Example 13 (abstraction for the µ-calculus). The paper [30] observes that (bi)simulations
over transition systems can be seen as Galois connections and interpreted as abstractions.
Then it characterises fragments of the µ-calculus which are preserved and strongly preserved
by the abstraction. We next discuss how this can be derived as an instance of our framework.
Let TC = (SC ,→C) and TA = (SA,→A) be transition systems and let 〈α, γ〉 : 2SC → 2SA
be a Galois connection. It is a simulation, according to [30], if it satisfies the following
condition: α ◦ TC ◦ γ ⊆ TA . In this case TA is called a 〈α, γ〉-abstraction of TC , written
TC v〈α,γ〉 TA. This can be shown to be equivalent to the ordinary notion of simulation
between transition systems [30, Propositions 9 and 10]. In particular, if R ⊆ SC × SA is
a simulation in the ordinary sense then one can consider 〈R−1 ,R〉 : 2SC → 2SA , where
R−1 is the function R−1(X) = {y ∈ SA | ∃x ∈ X. (x, y) ∈ R}. This is a Galois connection
(in the abstract interpretation setting R−1 and R are often denoted p̃reR and postR,
respectively [12]) inducing a simulation in the above sense, i.e., R−1 ◦ TC ◦R ⊆ TA .
When TC v〈α,γ〉 TA, by [30, Theorem 2], one has that α “preserves” the µ♦-calculus,
i.e., the fragment of the µ-calculus without  operators. More precisely, for any formula ϕ
of the µ♦-calculus, we have α(||ϕ||TCρ ) ⊆ ||ϕ||TAα◦ρ. This means that for each sC ∈ SC , if sC
satisfies ϕ in the concrete system, then all the states in α({sC}) satisfy ϕ in the abstract
system, provided that each proposition p is interpreted in A with α(ρ(p)), the abstraction of
its interpretation in C.
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This can be obtained as an easy consequence of Theorem 12, where we use the same
function α as an abstraction for all equations. The condition α ◦ TC ◦ γ ⊆ TA above can
be rewritten as α ◦ TC ⊆ TA ◦ α which is the soundness condition (α× ◦ fC ≤ fA ◦ α×)
in Theorem 12 for the semantics of the diamond operator. For the other operators the
soundness condition is trivially shown to hold. In fact,
for t and f we have α(∅) = ∅ and α(SC) ⊆ SA;
for ∧ and ∨ we have α(X ∪ Y ) = α(X) ∪ α(Y ) and α(X ∩ Y ) ⊆ α(X) ∩ α(Y );
a proposition p represents the constant function ρ(p) in TC and α(ρ(p)) in TA.
In order to extend the logic by including negation on propositions, in [30], an additional
condition is required, called consistency of the abstraction with respect to the interpretation:
α(ρ(p))∩α(ρ(p)) = ∅, for all p. This is easily seen to be equivalent to α(ρ(p)) ⊆ α(ρ(p)) which
is the soundness condition (α× ◦ fC ≤ fA ◦α×) in Theorem 12 for negated propositions.
Our theory naturally suggests generalisations of [30]. E.g., by (the dual of) Theorem 11,
continuity and strictness of the abstraction α are sufficient to retain the results, hence one
could deal with an abstraction not being an adjoint, thus going beyond ordinary simulations.
I Example 14 (abstraction for Łukasiewicz µ-terms). For Łukasiewicz µ-terms, as introduced
in Example 8, leading to systems of fixpoint equations over the reals, we can consider
as an abstraction a form of discretisation: for some fixed n define the abstract domain
[0, 1]/n = {0} ∪ {k/n | k ∈ n} and the insertion 〈αn, γn〉 : [0, 1] → [0, 1]/n with αn defined
by αn(x) = dn · xe/n and γn the inclusion. We can consider for all operators op, their best
abstraction op# = αn ◦ op ◦ γn×, thus getting a sound abstraction.
Note that for all semantic operators, op# is the restriction of op to the abstract domain,
with the exception of r ·# x = αn(r · x) for x ∈ [0, 1]/n. Moreover, for x, y ∈ [0, 1] we have
αn(0(x)) = 0#(αn(x)), αn(1(x)) = 1#(αn(x));
αn(r · x) ≤ r ·# αn(x);
αn(x t y) = αn(x) t# αn(y), αn(x u y) = αn(x) u# αn(y);
αn(x⊕y) ≤ αn(x)⊕#αn(y), αn(xy) ≤ αn(x)#αn(y) since αn(x+y) ≤ αn(x)+αn(y)
i.e., the abstraction is complete for 0, 1, t, u, while it is just sound for the remaining
operators.
For instance, the system in Example 8 can be shown to have solution x1 = x2 = 0.2.
With abstraction α10 we get x1 = x2 = 0.8, with a more precise abstraction α100 we get
x1 = x2 = 0.22 and with α1000 we get x1 = x2 = 0.201.
I Example 15 (abstraction for Łukasiewicz µ-calculus). Although space limitations prevent
a detailed discussion, observe that when dealing with Łukasiewicz µ-calculus over some
probabilistic transition system N = (S,→), we can lift the Galois insertion above to [0, 1]S.
Define α→n : [0, 1]S → [0, 1]S/n by letting, α→n (v) = αn ◦ v for v ∈ [0, 1]S. Then 〈α→n , γ→n 〉 :
[0, 1]S → [0, 1]S/n, where γ→n is the inclusion, is a Galois insertion and, as in the previous case,
we can consider the best abstraction for the operators of the Łukasiewicz µ-calculus.
For instance, consider the system for ϕ′ in Example 9. Recall that the exact solution is
x2(a) = 0.25. With abstraction α10 we get x2(a) = 0.3, with α15 we get x2(a) = 0.26̄.
5 Up-To Techniques
Up-to techniques have been shown effective in easing the proof of properties of greatest
fixpoints. Originally proposed for coinductive behavioural equivalences [32, 39], they have
been later studied in the setting of complete lattices [35, 36]. Some recent work [6] started the
exploration of the relation between up-to techniques and abstract interpretation. Roughly,
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they work in a setting where the semantic functions of interest f∗ : L → L admits a left
adjoint f∗ : L→ L, the intuition being that f∗ and f∗ are predicate transformers mapping
a condition into, respectively, its strongest postcondition and weakest precondition. Then
complete abstractions for f∗ and sound up-to functions for f∗ are shown to coincide. This
has a natural interpretation in our game theoretic framework, as discussed in §6.2.
Here we take another view. We work with general semantic functions and, in §5.1, we
first argue that up-to techniques can be naturally interpreted as abstractions where the
concretisation is complete (and sound, if the up-to function is a closure). Then, in §5.2 we
can smoothly extend up-to techniques from a single fixpoint to systems of fixpoint equations.
5.1 Up-To Techniques as Abstractions
The general idea of up-to techniques is as follows. Given a monotone function f : L → L
one is interested in the greatest fixpoint νf . In general, the aim is to establish whether
some given element of the lattice l ∈ L is under the fixpoint, i.e., if l v νf . In turn, since
by Tarski’s Theorem, νf =
⊔
{x | x v f(x)}, this amounts to proving that l is under some
post-fixpoint l′, i.e., l v l′ v f(l′). For instance, consider the function bisT : Rel(S)→ Rel(S)
for bisimilarity on a transition system T in Example 10. Given two states s1, s2 ∈ S, proving
{(s1, s2)} ⊆ νbisT , i.e., showing the two states bisimilar, amounts to finding a post-fixpoint,
i.e., a relation R such that R ⊆ bisT (R) (namely, a bisimulation) such that {(s1, s2)} ⊆ R.
I Definition 16 (up-to function). Let L be a complete lattice and let f : L→ L be a monotone
function. A sound up-to function for f is any monotone function u : L → L such that
ν(f ◦ u) v νf . It is called complete if also the converse inequality νf v ν(f ◦ u) holds.
When u is sound, if l is a post-fixpoint of f ◦u, i.e., l v f(u(l)) we have l v ν(f ◦u) v νf .
The idea is that the characteristics of u should make it easier to prove that l is a postfix-point
of f ◦ u than proving that it is for f . This is clearly the case when u is extensive. In fact by
extensiveness of u and monotonicity of f we get f(l) v f(u(l)) and thus obtaining l v f(u(l))
is “easier” than obtaining l v f(l). Note that extensiveness also implies “completeness” of
the up-to function: since f v f ◦u clearly νf v ν(f ◦u). We remark that for up-to functions,
since the interest is for underapproximating fixpoints, the terms soundness and completeness
are somehow reversed with respect to their meaning in abstract interpretation.
A common sufficient condition ensuring soundness of up-to functions is compatibility [35].
I Definition 17 (compatibility). Let L be a complete lattice and let f : L→ L be a monotone
function. A monotone function u : L→ L is f -compatible if u ◦ f v f ◦ u.
The soundness of an f -compatible up-to function u can be proved by viewing it as an
abstraction. When u is a closure (i.e., extensive and idempotent), u(L) is a complete lattice
that can be seen as an abstract domain in a way that 〈u, i〉 : L → u(L), with i being the
inclusion, is a Galois insertion. Moreover f|u(L) can be shown to provide an abstraction
of both f and f ◦ u over L, sound and complete with respect to the inclusion i, seen as
the concretisation. The formal details are given below. Since we later aim to apply up-to
techniques to systems of equations, we deal with not only greatest but also least fixpoints.
I Lemma 18 (compatible up-to functions as sound and complete abstractions). Let f : L→ L
be a monotone function and let u : L→ L be an f-compatible closure. Consider the Galois
insertion 〈u, i〉 : L→ u(L) where i : u(L)→ L is the inclusion. Then
1. f restricts to u(L), i.e., f|u(L) : u(L)→ u(L);
2. νf = i(νf|u(L)) = ν(f ◦ u). If u is continuous and strict then µf = i(µf|u(L)) = µ(f ◦ u).







When the up-to function is just f -compatible (hence sound), but possibly not a closure,
we canonically turn u into an f -compatible closure by taking the least closure ū above u.
I Corollary 19 (soundness of compatible up-to functions). Let f : L → L be a monotone
function, let u : L→ L be an f -compatible up-to function and let ū be the least closure above
u. Then ν(f ◦u) v ν(f ◦ ū) = νf . If u is continuous and strict, then µ(f ◦u) v µ(f ◦ ū) = µf .
In [35] the proof of soundness of a compatible up-to technique u relies on the definition
of a function uω defined as uω(x) =
⊔
{un(x) | n ∈ N}, where un(x) is defined inductively
as u0(x) = x and un+1(x) = u(un(x)). The function uω is extensive but not idempotent in
general, and it can be easily seen that uω v ū. The paper [36] shows that for any monotone
function one can consider the largest compatible up-to function, the so-called companion,
which is extensive and idempotent. The companion could be used in place of ū for part of
the theory. However, we find it convenient to work with ū since, despite not discussed in the
present paper, it plays a key role for the integration of up-to techniques into the verification
algorithms. Furthermore the companion is usually hard to determine.
5.2 Up-To Techniques for Systems of Equations
Exploiting the view of up-to functions as abstractions, moving to systems of equations is
easy. As in the case of abstractions, a different up-to function is allowed for each equation.
I Definition 20 (compatible up-to for systems of equations). Let (L,v) be a complete lattice
and let E be x =η f(x), a system of m equations over L. A compatible tuple of up-
to functions for E is an m-tuple of monotone functions u, with ui : L → L, satisfying
compatibility (u× ◦f v f ◦u×) with ui continuous and strict for each i ∈ m such that ηi = µ.
We can then generalise Corollary 19 to systems of equations.
I Theorem 21 (up-to for systems). Let (L,v) be a complete lattice and let E be x =η f(x),
a system of m equations over L, with solution s ∈ Lm. Let u be a compatible tuple of up-to
functions for E and let ū = (ū1, . . . , ūm) be the corresponding tuple of least closures. Let
s′ and s̄ be the solutions of the systems x =η f(u×(x)) and x =η f(ū×(x)), respectively.
Then s′ v s̄ = s. Moreover, if u is extensive then s′ = s.
I Example 22 (µ-calculus up-to (bi)similarity). Consider the problem of model-checking the
µ-calculus over some transition system with atoms T = (S,→, A).
Assuming that we have an a priori knowledge about the similarity relation - over some
of the states in T , then, restricting to a suitable fragment of the µ-calculus we can avoid
checking the same formula on similar states. This intuition can be captured in the form of
an up-to technique, that we refer to as up-to similarity. It is based on an up-to function
u- : 2S → 2S defined, for X ∈ 2S, by u-(X) = {s ∈ S | ∃s′ ∈ X. s′ - s}.
Function u- is monotone, extensive, and idempotent. It is also continuous and strict.
Moreover, u- is a compatible (and thus sound) up-to function for the µ♦-calculus where
propositional variables are interpreted as atoms. In fact, - is a simulation (the largest one)
and the function u- is the associated abstraction as defined in Example 13, namely u- = %.
Therefore, compatibility u- ◦ f v f ◦ u- corresponds to condition α ◦ TC ◦ γ ⊆ TA in
Example 13 which has been already observed to coincide with soundness in the sense of
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Table 1 The game on the powerset of the basis.
Position Player Moves
(b, i) ∃ X s.t. b v fi(
⊔
X)
X ∀ (b′, j) s.t. b′ ∈ Xj
Theorem 12 for the operators of the µ♦-calculus. Concerning propositional variables, in
Example 13, they were interpreted, in the target transition system, by the abstraction of
their interpretation in the source transition system. Since here we have a single transition
system and a single interpretation ρ : Prop → 2S, we must have ρ(p) = u-(ρ(p)), i.e., ρ(p)
upward-closed with respect to -. This automatically holds by the fact that - is a simulation.
Similarly, we can define up-to bisimilarity via the up-to function u∼(X) = {s ∈ S |
∃s′ ∈ X. s ∼ s′}. As above, one can see that compatibility u∼ ◦ f v f ◦ u∼ holds for the
full µ-calculus with propositional variables interpreted as atoms. For instance, consider the
formula ϕ in Example 7 and the transition system in Fig. 1a. Using the up-to function u∼
corresponds to working in the bisimilarity quotient in Fig. 1b. Note, however, that when
using a local algorithm (see §6.2) the quotient does not need to be actually computed. Rather,
only the bisimilarity over the states explored by the searching procedure is possibly exploited.
I Example 23 (bisimilarity up-to transitivity). Consider the problem of checking bisimilarity
on a transition system T = 〈S,→〉. A number of well-known sound up-to techniques have
been introduced in the literature [37]. As an example, we consider the up-to function
utr : Rel(S)→ Rel(S) performing a single step of transitive closure. It is defined as:
utr(R) = R ◦R = {(x, y) | ∃ z ∈ S. (x, z) ∈ R ∧ (z, y) ∈ R}.
It is easy to see that utr is monotone and compatible with respect to the function
bisT : Rel(S)→ Rel(S) of which bisimilarity is the greatest fixpoint (see Example 10). Since
A is deterministic, bisimilarity coincides with language equivalence.
Note that utr is neither idempotent nor extensive. The corresponding closure ūtr maps a
relation to its (full) transitive closure (this is known to be itself a sound up-to technique, a
fact that we can also derive from the compatibility of utr and Corollary 19).
6 Solving Systems of Equations via Games
In this section, we first provide a characterisation of the solution of a system of fixpoint
equations over a complete lattice in terms of a parity game. This generalises a result in [2].
While the original result was limited to continuous lattices, here, exploiting the results on
abstraction in §4, we devise a game working for any complete lattice.
The game characterisation opens the way to the development of algorithms for solving
the game and thus the associated verification problem. A proper treatment of these aspects
is beyond the scope of the present paper, but covered in [3]. Here, in §6.2, we hint at the
algorithmic potentials of our theory focusing on the case of a single equation.
6.1 Game Characterization
We show that the solution of a system of equations over a complete lattice can be characterised
using a parity game.
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I Definition 24 (powerset game). Let L be a complete lattice with a basis BL. Given a
system E of m equations over L of the kind x =η f(x), the corresponding powerset game is
a parity game, with an existential player ∃ and a universal player ∀, defined as follows:
The positions of ∃ are pairs (b, i) where b ∈ BL, i ∈ m. Those of ∀ are tuples of subsets
of the basis X = (X1, . . . , Xm) ∈ (2BL)m.
From position (b, i) the moves of ∃ are E(b, i) = {X |X ∈ (2BL)m ∧ b v fi(
⊔
X)}.
From position X ∈ (2BL)m the moves of ∀ are A(X) = {(b, i) | i ∈ m ∧ b ∈ Xi}.
The game is schematised in Table 1. For a finite play, the winner is the player who moved
last. For an infinite play, let h be the highest index that occurs infinitely often in a pair (b, i).
If ηh = ν then ∃ wins, else ∀ wins.
Interestingly, the correctness and completeness of the game can be proved by exploiting
the results in §4. The crucial observation is that there is a Galois insertion between L and
the powerset lattice of its basis (which is algebraic hence continuous) 〈α, γ〉 : 2BL → L
where abstraction α is the join α(X) =
⊔
X and concretisation γ takes the lower cone
γ(l) = ↓ l∩BL. Then a system of equations over a complete lattice L can be “transferred” to
a system of equations over the powerset of the basis 2BL along such insertion, in a way that
the system in L can be seen as a sound and complete abstraction of the one in 2BL .
I Theorem 25 (correctness and completeness). Let E be a system of m equations over a
complete lattice L of the kind x =η f(x) with solution s. For all b ∈ BL and i ∈ m, b v si
iff ∃ has a winning strategy from position (b, i).
6.2 An Algorithmic View
The game theoretical characterisation can be the basis for the development of algorithms,
possibly integrating abstraction and up-to techniques, for solving systems of equations. Here
we consider local algorithms for the case of a single equation. Our main focus is to provide a
general procedure which transcends the verification problem at hand, and also takes advantage
of heuristics based on abstractions and up-to techniques. This allows us also to establish
a link with some recent work relating abstract interpretation and up-to techniques [6] and
exploiting up-to techniques for computing language equivalence on NFAs [8]. While not
improving the complexity bounds, our algorithm is still in line with other local algorithms
designed for specific settings, such as [8, 21, 22], as they arise as proper instantiations.
An algorithm for general systems is considerably more difficult and cannot be described
here due to lack of space (it can be found in the full version of this paper [3]). Here we focus
on the special case of a single (greatest) fixpoint equation x =ν f(x).
6.2.1 Selections
For a practical use of the game it can be useful to observe that the set of moves of the
existential player can be suitably restricted without affecting the completeness of the game,
by introducing a notion of selection, similarly to what is done in [2].
Given a lattice L, define a preorder vH on 2BL by letting, for X,Y ∈ 2BL , X vH Y if⊔
X v
⊔
Y . (The subscript H comes from the fact that for completely distributive lattices,
if BL is the set of irreducible elements, then vH is the “Hoare preorder” [1], requiring that
∀x ∈ X.∃y ∈ Y. x v y.) Observe that vH is not antisymmetric. We write ≡H for the
corresponding equivalence, i.e., X ≡H Y when X vH Y vH X.
The moves of player ∃ can be ordered by the pointwise extension of vH , thus leading to
the following definition. Since we deal with a single equation, we will omit the indices from
the positions of player ∃ and write b instead of (b, 1).
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I Definition 26 (selection). Let x =ν f(x) be an equation over a complete lattice L, with basis
BL. A selection is a function σ : BL → 22
BL such that for all b ∈ BL it holds ↑H σ(b) = E(b),
i.e. the set of moves of ∃ from position b, where ↑H is the upward-closure with respect to vH .
This is equivalent to requiring that σ(b) ⊆ E(b) and for each X ∈ E(b) there exists





For the case of a single fixpoint equation it is easy to see that Theorem 25 continues to
hold if we restrict the moves of player ∃ to those prescribed by a selection.
I Theorem 27 (game with selections). Let x =ν f(x) be an equation over a complete lattice
L with solution s. For all b ∈ BL, it holds that b v s iff ∃ has a winning strategy from
position b in the game restricted to selections.
6.2.2 Local Algorithm for a Special Case
In this section we assume that f : L→ L is some fixed function that preserves non-empty




f(X). This is equivalent to asking f(x) = f∗(x) u c for
some c ∈ L (just take c = f(>)), with f∗ being a right adjoint of a map f∗, a setting that
has been studied also in [6]. We will call a function satisfying this assumption a deterministic
function. Note that the adjunction 〈f∗, f∗〉 is completely orthogonal to the adjunctions
(Galois connections) studied so far.
I Example 28. For a simple example adopted from [8], consider a deterministic finite
automaton A = (Q,Σ, δ, F ), where Q is a finite set of states, Σ is a finite alphabet, δ :
Q × Σ → Q is the transition function and F ⊆ Q is the set of final states. Since A
is deterministic, language equivalence coincides with bisimilarity. Consider the lattice of
relations L = (2Q×Q,v) with basis BL = {{(q1, q2)} | q1, q2 ∈ Q}. The behaviour map,
having bisimilarity as largest fixpoint, is f : 2Q×Q → 2Q×Q defined as f(R) = f∗(R)∩C where
f∗(R) = {(q1, q2) | ∀a ∈ Σ. (δ(q1, a), δ(q2, a)) ∈ R} with C = {(q1, q2) | q1 ∈ F ⇐⇒ q2 ∈ F}.
The left adjoint is f∗(R) = {(δ(q1, a), δ(q2, a)) | (q1, q2) ∈ R, a ∈ Σ}.
Given two states q1, q2 ∈ R, we want to decide whether (q1, q2) ∈ S, where S is bisimilarity,
the solution of the greatest fixpoint equation R =ν f(R).
We first observe that for deterministic functions we can take a very simple selection.
I Lemma 29 (selection). Let L be a complete lattice with basis BL, and let f : L→ L be a
deterministic function, i.e., f(x) = f∗(x) u c for some c ∈ L and 〈f∗, f∗〉 : L→ L a Galois
connection. A selection σ : BL → 22
BL for x =ν f(x) can be defined, for b ∈ BL, as:
σ(b) =
{
{X} with X ⊆ BL s.t. X ≡H ↓f∗(b)∩BL when b v c
∅ otherwise
Observe that there might be several choices for X ⊆ BL: one that always works is
X = ↓f∗(b)∩BL, but subsets X ⊆ ↓f∗(b)∩BL are also feasible, as long as
⊔
X = f∗(b). In
Example 28, given {(q1, q2)} ∈ BL, we can define σ({(q1, q2)}) = {{{(q′1, q′2)} | (q′1, q′2) ∈
f∗({(q1, q2)})}} = {{{(δ(q1, a), δ(q2, a))} | a ∈ Σ}}.
By Lemma 29, in the game for x =ν f(x), either the existential player is stuck or she has
a best move. As a consequence, the game in §6.1 can be simplified. Let BL be any basis
for L such that ⊥ /∈ BL. The moves of player ∃ are deterministic, governed by σ, and only
player ∀ has choices when exploring the elements included in such moves.
For checking whether b v νf , for some b ∈ BL, the game starts from position b. Then, at
a generic position b′, we do the following:
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1. if b′ 6v c then σ(b′) = ∅ and ∃ loses;
2. otherwise, ∃ has to play the only element in σ(b′) = {X}
a. if f∗(b′) = ⊥ then take X = ∅; hence ∃ wins since ∀ has no moves;
b. if instead f∗(b′) 6= ⊥, we can take X ≡H ↓f∗(b′)∩BL and thus player ∀ can play any
b′′ ∈ X and the game continues.
Player ∃ wins the game iff no losing position for her (b′ 6v c) is encountered in the exploration.
When a losing position for ∃ is encountered we immediately know that ∀ wins.
The game can be further simplified by observing that, if W denotes the set of positions
already visited during the exploration, whenever, at a position b′, we have b′ v
⊔
W then
∃ wins from b′ as long as she wins from all the positions in W . This leads to the local
algorithm outlined in List. 1, whose proof of correctness formalises the arguments above.
The procedure Explore allows to check if b v νf = ν(f∗ u c) by invoking Explore(b,∅),
which returns true if and only if player ∃ wins in the simplified game.
Listing 1 Local algorithm for the simplified game.
Explore (b′,W ):
if b′ 6v c then return false;
else if b′ v
⊔
W then return true;
else take X ⊆ BL s.t. X ≡H ↓f∗(b′)∩BL;
return ∧b′′∈X Explore (b′′,W ∪ {b′});
I Theorem 30 (correctness and completeness of the simplified game). Let L be a complete
lattice with basis BL ⊆ L \ {⊥}, and let f : L → L be a deterministic function, i.e.,
f(x) = f∗(x) u c for some c ∈ L and 〈f∗, f∗〉 : L → L a Galois connection. Then, for all
b ∈ BL, b v νf iff the invocation Explore(b,∅) returns true.
For instance, for Example 28, the local algorithm of List. 1 works as follows: for checking
whether {(q1, q2)} is dominated by the solution, i.e., states q1 and q2 are bisimilar, one starts
from {(q1, q2)}. At position {(q′1, q′2)}, if one state is final and the other is not, ∃ loses. If the
pair has been already explored, the branch is not considered. Otherwise, the pairs arising as
a-successors {(q′1, q′2)} are explored. If no losing position is found, the exploration finishes
(recall that there are finitely many states) and
⋃
W is a bisimulation including (q1, q2).
Observe that when the basis is BL = L \ {⊥}, the game becomes deterministic also
for player ∀: in List. 1, when f∗(b′) 6= ⊥ one can take X = {{f∗(b′)}}, otherwise X = ∅.
Therefore, since f∗ is a left adjoint and thus continuous, if we take the set S of all the







∗(b) is the least fixpoint of f∗ above b, which in turn coincides
with the least fixpoint of f∗ t b. This establishes a direct link with [6] which shows that for
b ∈ L it holds that µ(f∗ t b) v c iff b v ν(f∗ u c) = νf .
Furthermore, we can bring up-to techniques into the picture: given an up-to function
u we can modify the procedure in List. 1 by replacing the winning condition for ∃, that is,
b′ v
⊔
W , by b′ v u(
⊔
W ). The procedure remains clearly complete and it is also correct
due to Theorem 21. This allows us to cover the algorithm in [8] which checks language
equivalence for non-deterministic automata. It performs on-the-fly determinization and
constructs a bisimulation up-to congruence on the determinized automaton. More concretely,
it tries to construct a bisimulation relation for the determinized automaton (along the lines
of Example 28) and remembers pairs (X1, X2) of sets of states seen so far in a relation W (as
explained in the algorithm in List. 1). Once a pair (Y1, Y2) is encountered that is contained
in the congruence closure of W (the least equivalence, closed under union, that contains W ),
one can stop exploring this branch. A more detailed comparison can be found in Appendix A.
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7 Conclusion
Our contribution is based on the notion of approximation as formalised in abstract interpret-
ation [13, 14]. Due to the intimate connection of Galois connections and closure functions,
there is a close correspondence with up-to techniques for enhancing coinduction proofs [35, 37],
originally developed for CCS [32]. However, as far as we know, recent research has only
started to explore this connection: [6] explains the relation between sound up-to techniques
and complete abstract domains in the setting where the semantic function has an adjoint.
This adjunction or Galois connection plays a different role than the abstractions: it gives the
existential player a unique best move, a concept explored in §6.2.2.
Fixpoint equation systems largely derive their interest from µ-calculus model-checking [9].
Evaluating µ-calculus formulae on a transition system can be reduced to solving a parity
game and the exact complexity of this task is still open. Progress measures, introduced
in [25], allow one to solve parity games with a complexity which is polynomial in the number
of states and exponential in (half of) the alternation depth of the formula. Recently quasi-
polynomial algorithms for parity games [10, 26, 29] have been devised. Instead of improving
the complexity bounds, our aim here is to introduce heuristics, based on an on-the-fly
algorithm and up-to functions that are known to achieve good efficiency in practice.
Many papers deal with abstraction in the setting of µ-calculus model checking. We noted
that the results on simulation-based abstraction in [30] can be obtained as an instance of our
framework. The abstraction of the µ-calculus along a Galois connection and its soundness
is discussed in [4]. A general framework for abstract interpretation of temporal calculi
and logics is developed in [15]. In particular, an abstract calculus for expressing nested
fixpoint expressions is studied, parametric with respect to the basic operators. The calculus
is interpreted over complete boolean lattices and conditions ensuring the soundness and the
completeness of the abstraction along a Galois connection are singled out. Such results are
closely related to those in Section 4. The main differences reside in the fact that we work with
general complete lattices, rather than with boolean lattices. In addition, we treat separately
soundness and completeness, and, in order to establish a connection with up-to techniques,
we distinguish two forms of completeness (for the abstraction and for the concretisation).
We showed – for a special case – how on-the-fly algorithms inspired by [8, 6, 21, 22] for a
single (greatest) fixpoint equation can be adapted to the case of general lattices. For the
general case of arbitrary fixpoint equation systems a considerably more complex generalisation
along the lines of [44] is possible, but omitted due to lack of space.
The use of assumptions as stopping conditions in the algorithm is reminiscent of para-
meterized coinduction [43, 23], closely related to up-to-techniques, as spelled out in [36].
The notion of progress measures that has been studied in [2] can be adapted to the game
for arbitrary complete (rather than just continuous) lattices, introduced in this paper. A
first natural question is whether the on-the-fly algorithm arises as an instance of the single
equation algorithm instantiated with the progress measure fixpoint equation.
With respect to the applications, we believe that our case study on abstractions respect-
ively simulations for µ-calculus model-checking can also be generalised to modal respectively
mixed transition systems [40, 17, 28] or to abstraction for the full µ-calculus as studied in [19]
by combining both under- and over-approximations. Furthermore, we plan to further study
over-approximations for fixpoint equations over the reals, closely connected to probabilistic
logics. In particular, we will investigate under which circumstances one can obtain guarantees
to be close to the exact solution or to compute the exact solution directly. Another interesting
area is the use of up-to techniques for behavioural metrics [7].
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A Comparison to the Bonchi/Pous Algorithm
In a seminal paper [8] Bonchi and Pous revisited the question of checking language equivalence
for non-deterministic automata and presented an algorithm based on an up-to congruence
technique that behaves very well in practice.
We will here give a short description of this algorithm and then explain how it arises as a
special case of the algorithm developed in §6.2.2.
We are given a non-deterministic finite automaton (Q,Σ, δ, F ), where Q is the finite set
of states, Σ is the finite alphabet, δ : Q × Σ → 2Q is the transition function and F ⊆ Q




Given q1, q2 ∈ Q, the aim is to show whether q1, q2 accept the same language (in the
standard sense).
In order to do this, the algorithm performs an on-the-fly determinization and constructs
a bisimulation relation R ⊆ 2Q × 2Q on the determinized automaton. This relation has to
satisfy the following properties:
{q1}R {q2}
Whenever X1 RX2, then
δa(X1)Rδa(X2) for all a ∈ Σ (transfer property)
and X1 ∩ F 6= ∅ ⇐⇒ X2 ∩ F 6= ∅ (one set is accepting iff the other is accepting)
Due to the up-to technique there is no need to fully enumerate R. Instead in the second item
above, it suffices to show that δa(X1) c(R) δa(X2) where c(R) is the congruence closure of
R, i.e., the least relation R′ containing R that is an equivalence and satisfies that X1 RX2
implies X1∪X RX2∪X (for X1, X2, X ⊆ Q). A major contribution of [8] is an algorithm for
efficiently checking whether two given sets are in the congruence closure of a given relation.
Here we will simply assume that this procedure is given and use it as a black box.
We will now translate this into our setting: the lattice is L = 22Q×2Q (the lattice of all
relations over the powerset of states) with inclusion as partial order. The basis B consists of
all singletons {(X1, X2)} where X1, X2 ⊆ Q. That is, we consider the setting of of §6.2.2.
The behaviour map f is given as follows: f(R) = f∗(R) ∩ C where
f∗(R) = {(X1, X2) | (δa(X1), δa(X2)) ∈ R for all a ∈ Σ}
C = {(X1, X2) | X1 ∩ F = ∅ ⇐⇒ X2 ∩ F = ∅}
We want to solve a single fixpoint equation R =ν f(R) where we are interested in the
greatest fixpoint. In particular, we want to check whether (Q1, Q2) ∈ R (where Q1 = {q1},
Q2 = {q2}) or alternatively I = {(Q1, Q2)} ⊆ R.
Since we have determinized the automaton, f∗ has a left adjoint f∗, given as
f∗(R) = {(δa(X1), δa(X2)) | (X1, X2) ∈ R, a ∈ Σ}.
Now we can start exploring the game positions. Starting with I = {(Q1, Q2)} ⊆ F , the only
move of ∃ is to play {{(X1, X2)} | (X1, X2) ∈ f∗(I)}, then it is the turn of ∀ who can choose
any singleton set {(X1, X2)} and one has to explore all those singletons. This continues until
one encounters a singleton {(X1, X2)} 6⊆ C (which implies that ∃ has no move and loses) or
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one finds a set {(X1, X2)} where one can cut off a branch due to the up-to technique – more
concretely (X1, X2) ∈ c(W ) where W is the collection of all pairs visited so far on all paths
and c(W ) is its congruence closure. One can conclude that ∃ wins if all encountered pairs
are in C. This is a straightforward instance of the more general algorithm, enriched with an
up-to technique, as explained in §6.2.2.
